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Abstract
The design of robust attitude control laws for a civil
aircraft with nonlinear dynamic inversion and multiobjective optimization is discussed. Dynamic inversion is a methodology that achieves linearization
and decoupled command responses of the closedloop system via inverse model equations in the feedback loop. Using a linear outer loop controller the
desired dynamic behavior is imposed. For tuning the
free controller parameters, multi-objective optimization is used. The required robustness is achieved via
a multi-model approach, as well as local robustness
measures (e.g. gain and phase margins) as optimization criteria. As a new approach, not only the linear controller gains are optimized, but also physical
parameters in the inverse model that are considered
uncertain in the design model. The resulting control
laws are used as inner loops of an autoland system,
which was assessed for JAR-AWO requirements and
successfully ight tested.

1. Introduction

Dynamic Inversion (DI) is a straight forward
methodology for designing multi-variable control
laws for nonlinear systems. DI has been used
in numerous aerospace applications, especially for
controllers that operate in highly nonlinear ight
regimes, such as post-stall . A DI controller consists of two parts. In an inner loop, nonlinear inputoutput behavior of the plant is canceled by feedback
control laws, consisting of inverse nonlinear model
equations. The closed loop system is reduced to a
set of integrators. In an outer loop, a linear controller is used to impose desired command response
behavior. The control laws perform uniformly over
the ight envelope covered by the inverted model
equations, so that gain scheduling is avoided.
Unfortunately, Dynamic Inversion control laws may
show very poor robustness to uncertainties in the
design model. This problem is usually coped with
by trying to recover the required robustness level in
the design of the linear loops .
We will use a di erent approach, based on best possible tuning of free synthesis parameters in the linear,
as well as the nonlinear control laws. The synthesis
parameters in the nonlinear control laws are physical
parameters in the inverse model equations that are
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considered uncertain in the design model. Parameter synthesis is performed using multi-objective optimization. Robustness to parametric uncertainties
is addressed via a multi-model approach . Unspeci ed uncertainties are accounted for by using local
robustness measures, such as gain and phase margins, as optimization criteria.
In this paper we will discuss the design of attitude
control laws for a civil aircraft. These form the inner loops for an autoland system that was developed
for two aircraft (RealCAM and ATTAS) in a project
called REAL (Robust and EÆcient Autoland control
Laws design) . The results in this paper are based
on the ATTAS design. ATTAS (Advanced Technologies Testing Aircraft System) is a small passenger aircraft with two jet engines, operated by DLR
as in- ight simulator as well as y-by-wire testbed.
One of the main objectives of REAL was to develop
an eÆcient design process resulting in robust autoland control laws. The process proposed by DLR
is described in Ref. . The design work presented in
this paper is performed along the same lines, but the
emphasis will be on methodology aspects.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 the
aircraft model and its implementation in Modelica
is discussed. In section 3 the DI control laws are
described and in section 4 implementation aspects
are discussed. In section 5 parameter synthesis via
multi-objective optimization is presented. Finally,
assessment results and conclusions can be found in
sections 6 and 7.
7
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2. The aircraft model

As a modeling platform, the object-oriented modeling software Modelica/Dymola is used, in which
a ight-mechanics class library is available. The
aircraft model is depicted in Fig. 1. The model components are implemented one-to-one as software objects. The central object in Figure 1,
contains
the Newton-Euler equations of motion . The aerodynamics are in
and engine models in
. The object
contains rate and
position limited linear actuator models for ailerons,
elevator, and rudder. The object
contains
airport terrain, and ILS models. The lower-right
3
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Figure 1: Aircraft model in Dymola
blocks are gravity, atmospheric and wind models.
The underlying modeling language, Modelica is
equation-based. The depicted interconnections represent kinematic constraints and energy ows.
From the model implemented in Modelica, Dymola
sorts and solves the model equations according to
de ned inputs and outputs and generates simulation code for the selected engineering environment
(in this case Matlab/SimulinkT M ). The model outputs are the measurements available to the control
system: calibrated airspeed Vcas , true airspeed Vtas ,
ground speed Vground, body angular rates p; q; r, attitude angles ; ; , load factors nx; ny ; nz ight
path angles ; , angle of attack , vertical speed VZ ,
deviations from the ILS beam LOC ; GLD , radio and
barometric altitude Hra; Hbaro, the mean fan shaft
speed of both engines N1, the aircraft mass m, and
the center of gravity location xCOG. The available
controls are de ned as inputs: ailerons ÆA, elevator ÆE , rudder ÆR , and throttle settings of the two
engines ÆT 1;2. The stabilizer is used for initial trimming of the aircraft. In addition, there are white
noise inputs for turbulence and ILS noise models. A
list of parameters is de ned that allows to set mass
and loading conditions, wind, etc. prior to simulation. Also tolerances on aerodynamic coeÆcients
and inertial parameters are included, such as CY ,
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Cl0 , Cn0 , Clp , Clr , Cnp , Cnr , etc. These
are relative tolerances, e.g.:
Cl0 = Cl0n om (1 + Cl0 )
where Cl0nom is the nominal parameter value. The
tolerances vary from 10% (longitudinal coeÆcients)
to 30% (lateral and ground e ect-related coeÆcients).
3. Dynamic Inversion Control Laws

The designed control laws serve as inner loops for
an autoland system . The control objective is to robustly track pitch attitude commands c, roll commands c, and heading rate commands _ c. The
pitch commands are provided by the glide slope
and are modes. The localizer mode provides coordinated roll angle and heading rate commands.
The align mode provides roll commands to keep the
aircraft on the localizer beam, and heading angle
commands to align the aircraft with the runway centre line in case of cross-wind (de-crab). In the align
mode the -loop is closed via _c and a gain K .
In tuning the DI controller parameters, both cases
(heading loop open and closed) will therefore be considered.
The controller structure is depicted in Figure 2. The
meaning and design of the blocks will be explained
in the course of this section.
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Figure 2: Attitude control system
In the outer loop, attitude rate demands E_ d are generated using:
E_ d = KE (Ec E )
(1)

where E = [; ; ]T and KE is a diagonal gain
matrix (for simplicity of notation, the -loop is considered closed), and Ec is the commanded aircraft
attitude. From E_ d angular rate commands c are
computed using the inverse transformation:
1
(2)
c = Rb (E )E_ d
where
2
1 sin  tan  cos  tan  3
cos 
sin 5 (3)
Rb = 4 0
0 sin = cos  cos = cos 
and = [p; q; r]T
We design tracking control laws for c using Dynamic Inversion . To this end, as a model
output is di erentiated once. This results in the aircraft moment equation of motion (see e.g. ref. ):
_ = I (pk ; pu) 1 [MA(xa ; x_ a ; pk ; pu)
+ Mu(xa ; pk ; pu)ua + MT (xa ; ÆT 1;2; pk ; pu )
 I (pk ; pu ) ]
(4)
where MA and MT denote moments due to aerdynamic and thrust forces respectively. The moments due to aerodynamic control de ections ua =
[ÆA; ÆE ; ÆR]T have been separated from MA as
Mu (xa ; pk ; pu ). The (airmass referenced) state vector is xa . The terms of eq. 4 depend on de ned
model parameters (section 2). Those have been divided into on-line known parameters (pk ) and uncertain parameters (pu).
Since the three control inputs in ua are primarily
moment generating devices around the three aircraft
body axes, Mu(xa ; pk ; pu) is (in the normal ight
regime) non-singular. By inversion of eq. 4 we obtain
the following Dynamic Inversion control law:
h
ua = Mu (^xa ; pk ; p^u ) 1 I (pk ; p^u ) _ d
MA (^xa ; x^_a ; pk ; p^u ) MT (^xa ; ÆT 1;2 ; pk ; p^u )
+  I (pk ; p^u) ]
(5)
where _ d is the new control input, representing angular rate demands (see Figure 2). Note that we
replaced xa with x^a and pu with p^u. In the inverse control laws, the states are not obtained from
12, 4
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internal integration, but from on-line measurement
and/or estimation from sensor outputs z (listed in
section 2). The parameters contained in pk ; pu also
appear in the inverse model equations. The known
parameters can be adapted on-line. The uncertain
parameters are for example relative uncertainties in
aerodynamic coeÆcients and in the inertia tensor
(section 2). In a simulation model, uncertain parameters can be set freely for analysis purposes, but
in the inverse model equations their values are xed
(vector p^u). In the ideal case, i.e. when p^u = pu and
x^a = xa ), substitution of eq. 5 into eq. 4 gives:
_ = _ d () = 1 _ d
s

Note that the input-output behaviour is de-coupled
and reduces to an integrator (Figure 2). It is common practice to use nominal values for the parameters in p^u, which corresponds to inverting the nominal aircraft model. We found, that selecting o nominal values in p^u may considerably increase robustness of the DI controller to variations in parameters contained in pu. The selection is done using
optimization, which will be discussed in section 5.
Finally, as a linear control law K(s) we use (Figure 2):
_ d = Ki 1 ( c ) + Kp
(6)
s
(7)
The integrator on ( c ) is required to compensate for static errors in the moment equations. The
optimization of the linear gains (including KE ) will
be discussed in section 5.
4. Implementation aspects

Dynamic Inversion control laws provide full control
de ections consisting of a quasi-steady component
that trims the aircraft, and a varying component
due to manoeuvering. Because of model deviations,
the quasi-steady part may have an o set. As a consequence, the closed loop system may show considerable transient behavior when the controller is initialized. For this reason, the following algorithm is

used:
if init
_

d = 0
compute ua from DI

= ua
=0
else
_d = _d
compute ua from
Æua = ua ua0
ua0
Æua

DI

end

//
//
//
//

override input
static ua
store static ua
zero control defl.

// normal use
// output control defl.

By setting _ d = 0 at the initial computation,
only the current 'trimmed' de ections are obtained.
These are subtracted from the control inputs from
then onwards, so that the controller only provides
control de ection "delta's" with respect to the control de ections at initialization.
The DI control laws require full state information from the aircraft dynamics. The airmass
referenced velocities along the body axes (VA =
[uab ; vab ; wab ]T ) are computed from the true airspeed Vtas , the angle of attack and the side slip
angle using the relations:
q
1 sin2
uab = Vtas 1+tan
2
vab = Vtas sin
wab = uab tan
The side slip angle is not measured and therefore
has to be estimated. Writing the side force equation
in the aerodynamic model in the form:
CY = CY (M; ; : : :) + CYrest (ÆR ; M; ; : : :)
Using:
1  V 2 SC
ny = 2 0 cas Y
mg
the side slip angle can be estimated from:


1
ny mg
=
C
(8)
est
Yrest
2 S
CY 1=20Vcas
The right hand term can be computed using the
coeÆcients from the model and the available measurements. To reduce the propagation of noise due
to turbulence, the signal is complementarily ltered
with:
_i = ny g + g sin  cos  r cos + p sin (9)
Vtas
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which is less a ected by turbulence at higher frequencies. The lter (see Fig. 3) is of second order to
prevent a bias in ^ in case of longer term cross wind
shear . The gains K1 and K2 are set to 0.2 and 1
respectively.
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Figure 3: Complementary side slip lter
The angle of attack measurement may be very noisy
as well, not only due to turbulence, but also due to
sensor noise. For this reason, the measurement is
also ltered complementarily:
(10)
^ = s 1+ 1 + ss+ 1 ( a)
VZ . The time constant is set to 1 s.
where a  Vtas
5. Tuning of synthesis parameters

The tuning of the control laws for the lateral and
longitudinal dynamics is performed separately. We
will discuss the design of the lateral part only. For
tuning we use multi-objective optimization. As a
rst step, a suitable set of design criteria is formulated.
5.1 Design criteria

The intention is to minimize the formulated criteria,
using min-max optimization . Criteria have to be
scaled such, that a value less than one is considered
satisfactory. To this end we use so-called good-bad
values, as will be discussed further on.
For the lateral synthesis parameters of the DI controller, the criteria are computed from three nonlinear simulations and the linearized closed-loop system, see Table 1. As mentioned before, the controller is designed as a stability and command augmentation system in an autoland system . The intention is to use the same inner loops for localizer
mode (approach), and the align mode (touchdown).
7

Simulation 1 ( -loop open):g
Step: c = 10 deg, _ c = Vtas tan c
name description
computation
phrt
rise time 
see Remarks
phos over shoot 
phst
'settling time' 
maxt>15s fj c jg
psdd rise time _
phds 'settling time' _
maxt>15s fj _ _ c jg
dda
max Æ_A
maxt>ts+0:2s fjÆ_A jg
Simulation 2 ( -loop closed):
Step: c = 5 deg, c = 0
psrt
rise time
see Remarks
psos
over shoot
psst
'settling time'
max
c jg
R 15 t>15s fj
pher error 
dt=15s
0
ddr
max Æ_R
maxt>ts+0:2s fjÆ_R jg
Simulation 3 ( -loop open):
Large cross wind step: wy = 16m=s at t = 0 s
phwe max. 
max jj
drpeak peak ÆR
maxt<5s jÆR j
Linear analysis ( -loop open):
gmada gain margin at ÆA act. see Remarks
pmada phase margin at ÆA act.
gmadr gain margin at ÆR act.
pmadr phase margin at ÆR act.
gmasp gain margin at p sens.
pmasp phase margin at p sens.
gmasr gain margin at r sens.
pmasr phase margin at r sens.
damp minimum damping
mini fi g
Remarks:
All computations: symmetrical horizontal ight
h=1000 ft; nominal aircraft loading
Step times: ts = 1 s
Rise time: t between 10% and 90% of command
Gain/phase margins: as in Matlab Control Toolbox

Table 1: Design criteria for multi-objective optimization.

9
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During localizer tracking, the DI controller has to
track co-ordinated roll and heading rate commands.
For this reason, simulation 1 is performed, from
which criteria such as rise time and overshoot of a
combined roll and heading rate step command are
computed. During the align phase, roll and heading
angles are controlled independently. The roll angle is
used to track the localizer, the heading angle is used
for decrab in case of cross-wind. Therefore, simulation 2 is performed, The criterion is meant as
a measure for the settling time, although a di erent
measure is used to actually compute the criterion.
The _ -command is computed from additional feedback of :
_c = k ( c )
from which criteria are computed based on a step
command on c.
Disturbance rejection is assessed in simulation 3
through a heavy cross wind step.
The design of the complete autoland controller was
based on JAR-AWO criteria . For the inner loops,
no explicit criteria were available and therefore had
to be formulated. Table 1 lists the criteria that were
actually used for the nal design.
psst

9

5

5.2 Robustness

The aircraft model depends on a set of parameters,
that contains e.g. the mass, center of gravity location and uncertainties on aerodynamic coeÆcients.
Robustness to variations in these parameters, as well
as unspeci ed model uncertainty is achieved in three
ways.
1. Parameters pk that can be determined on-line,
can directly be fed to the controller, The DI
controller automatically adapts to these parameters. In this case, the aircraft mass and center
of gravity location are known.
2. Robustness to parametric uncertainties is
achieved via a multi-model approach. A set of
model cases with worst-case parameter combinations (w.r.t. selected criteria from Table 1) is
searched and added to the nominal model in a
multi-model set. The criteria in table 1 are computed for all model cases. The complete set of

criteria is addressed in the optimization, allowing for trade-o between criteria under nominal
and worst-case conditions.
3. Robustness to uncertainties other than described by tolerances on parameters (e.g. time
delays, unmodeled dynamics) is addressed via
local unspeci c robustness margins as optimization criteria. To this end, minimum gain and
phase margins are speci ed.
In Table 1 the unspeci c robustness criteria, i.e. gain
and phase margins at di erent actuator and sensor
locations in the control loop, as well as the minimum
damping, are listed. Note that the latter also incorporates the requirement of stability of the internal
(zero) dynamics .
12

5.3 Scaling of criteria

The criteria are scaled, keeping in mind that a value
less than one is considered satisfactory. The applied
scalings are given in Table 2. Scaling can be percrit,
bad good demand type
unit
low low value
phrt (s)
{
{
2.5 c
phos (-)
{
{
0.05 c
phst (°)
{
{
0.1 m
psdd (s)
{
{
10
m
phds (°/s)
{
{
0.1 m
dda (°/s)
{
{
20
m
psrt (s)
{
{
5
c
psos (-)
{
{
0.05 c
psst (°)
{
{
0.2 m
pher (°)
{
{
0.1 m
ddr (°/s)
{
{
10
m
phwe (°)
{
{
6.7 m
drpeak (°)
{
{
25
m
gmada (dB) 4
6
1
m
pmada (°)
30 60
1
c
gmadr (dB) 4
6
1
m
pmadr (°)
30 60
1
c
gmsp (dB)
4
6
1
m
pmsp (°)
30 60
1
c
gmsr (dB)
4
6
1
m
pmsr (°)
30 60
1
c
damp (-)
0.6 0.7
1
c
Legend:
m=minimize, c=inequality constraint, °=deg

Table 2: Scaling of criteria
formed by division of the criterion by its demand
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value (criterion

):
c^i (T ) = ci (T )=di
where ci(T ) and di are the computed value and demanded value of criterion i respectively, and T denotes the current set of tuning parameters. Scaling
can also be done using so-called 'good-bad' values ,
(see Ref. for an example). Here, a special type of
'good-bad'scaling is used, as will be explained for
in Figure 4. The demand is that the gain
phrt ... drpeak

6
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Figure 4: Scaling of

gmada

with good-bad values

margin is at least 4 dB ('bad-low'). Any value larger
than 6 ('good-low') is considered equally good and
therefore scaled to 0. Below 6 dB, the scaling increases linearly, such that a value of 1 is reached for
the bad-low value of 4 dB. Any value between 4 and
6 dB is acceptable, any value lower than 4 dB is considered bad. As an example, if the gain margin is 3
dB, its scaled value equals 1.5.
Some of the criteria in Table 2 are treated as inequality constraint. For example, a rise time of 2.5 s
is demanded. If this is satis ed, there is no point to
further minimize this criterion, since this will unnecessarily go at the cost of stability and control e ort.
5.4 Parameter synthesis

For parameter synthesis, the multi-objective optimization tool MOPS (Multi-Objective Parameter
Synthesis ) is used. As a rst step, only the gains
of the lateral part of the linear controller (eq. 6) are
tuned. The resulting values can be found in the rst
column of Table 3.
Using this gain set, a worst-case analysis was performed. It was assumed that worst-cases occur in
the corners of the parameter space. For this reason,
6

tuning (1) nom. (2) m.mod. (3) m.mod.
par.
design
design 1
design 2
linear controller gains:
Kip
2.9
2.28
2.52
K pp
3.47
2.86
2.92
Kir
2.0
2.56
2.17
K pr
1.6
1.95
1.96
K
0.41
0.41
0.41
K
0.70
0.70
0.70
aerodynamic coeÆcients in p^u (eq. 5)
CY
0
0
-0.3
Cl0
0
0
-0.3
Cn0
0
0
-0.23
Clp
0
0
-0.07
Clr
0
0
-0.3
Cnp
0
0
-0,3
Cnr
0
0
-0.15
CnÆR
0
0
0.3
In Figure 2:
KE = diag ([K ; K ; K ])
Ki = diag ([Kip ; Kiq ; Kir ])
Kp = diag ([Kpp ; Kpq ; Kpr ])

unit
{
s
{
s
s
s

1
1
1
1

{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

Table 3: Controller synthesis parameters
the uncertain parameters (tolerances on lateral aerodynamic coeÆcients and moments of inertia) were
set to their minimum or maximum values and the
criteria in Table 1 were evaluated for all parameter combinations. Three models were selected: the
one with maximum (scaled) value for
(worst
damping), the one with maximum
(lowest gain
margin at yaw rate sensor, unstable), and the one
with maximum
(minimum phase margin at
rudder actuator). These criteria were most sensitive to the parameter variations and considered most
critical.
The three worst model cases were added to the nominal model in a multi-model set. For this set of model
cases, a new parameter synthesis was performed.
First, only the linear gains were optimized. The values are given in the second column of Table 2. The
results were not satisfactory, as will be discussed in
section 6. In the o -nominal model cases, the scaling of some criteria was slightly relieved compared
with Table 2.
During the third parameter synthesis, not only the
linear gains, but also eight of fourteen aerodynamic
tolerances in the parameter vector p^u in the DI condamp

gmsr

pmadr
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We will compare the three designs (see Table 3) using so-called parallel co-ordinates , (Fig. 5) and two
simulations (simulation 1 and 2 from Table 1). We
consider two of the four model cases (nominal and a
badly damped case) (Figs. 6 and 7).
In parallel co-ordinates, all scaled criterion values
are plotted on an individual axis and connected
through a line (i.e. one graph corresponds to one
controller parameter set). The fat horizontal line indicates a value of one. Criteria values below this line
are considered satisfactory. Parallel co-ordinates are
usually visualized on-line during optimization with
MOPS. They give quick insight in the optimization
progress, which criteria are hard to satisfy, and criteria that con ict and thus have to be compromised.
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Figure 6: Roll and wind step responses (model 1)
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GMSR
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Figure 5: Criteria in parallel co-ordinates (solid ar- The labeled axes correspond with the criteria in
row = ineq. constraint, dashed arrow = minimize). Table 1. To the left the criteria for the nominal
In Figs. 5, 6, 7 { controller 1: solid, controller 2: model are shown, to the right those of one of the
dashed, controller 3: fat-solid.
worst-case model cases are depicted. Due to space
restrictions, the other model cases are not shown.
The thin solid lines (in all gures) show the results for controller 1 (which was optimized with the
nominal model only). The bad damping of model
2 (scaled 2.5, actual  = 0:25) was reason to in8
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1

trol laws (see eq. 5) were available for tuning by the
optimizer. This optimization run involved 14 synthesis parameters and 4  22 = 88 criteria (4 model
cases). The result can be found in the third column
of Table 3. The aerodynamic parameters were limited to the same bounds as the assumed maximum
tolerances in the design model, i.e. 30%. Note that
the optimizer tends to push most of the parameters
to their maximum or minimum values.
Model 2 (worst damping)
Model 1 (nominal)

Phi
2.5

10

2
Deg/s

Deg

8
6
4

φ = 10 deg
c
(dψ/dt) = 1.5 deg/s

2
0
0

10
t [s]

15

1.5
1

c

0
0

20

5

10
t [s]

15

20

PsiDot (cross wind step)

10

10

5

5
Deg/s

Deg

7. Conclusions

φc = 10 deg
(dψ/dt) = 1.5 deg/s

0.5

Phi (cross wind step)

0
−5
−10
0

phst

phwe

c

5

( ) and the roll angle response due to the wind
step ( ) degrade, but in no case instability due
to rate saturation occurs.

Psidot

12
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5

10
t [s]

15

20

−10
0

9

5

10
t [s]

15

20

Figure 7: Roll and wind step responses (model 2)
clude this model in the multi-model set. The results
from optimization of the linear controller parameters only, with the selected multi-model set, are represented using the dashed line. The damping is increased to a satisfactory level (criterion below 1-line
in Fig. 5), but this goes clearly at the cost of rudder activity ( ,
), the roll response due to a
side wind step
(see also Fig. 7), the phase margin at the rudder actuator
, and the damping
of the nominal model. The even worse damping in
Fig. 7 (below) seems in contradiction with the better damping level, but inspection of the results revealed that the rudder actuator rate saturates due
to its higher activity. In one of the model cases (not
shown) this even causes instability. The fat solid
line shows the results for controller 3, for which linear gains, as well as model parameters 2 p^u in the
DI controller were optimized. From the parallel coordinates it is immediately clear, that all criteria are
satis ed (this also holds for the two model cases not
shown). Especially Fig. 7 shows considerable improvement.
Of course, with the gain set of controller 3, a new parameter study was performed. All stability related
criteria are satis ed for the investigated parameter
combinations (no gure). In a number of cases the
roll angle error 15 s after the roll command step
ddr drpeak
phwe

pmadr

The design of the inner loops of an autoland control
using dynamic inversion and multi-objective optimization was discussed. The controller is robust to
parametric uncertainties, such as tolerances in aerodynamic coeÆcients. This was achieved via a multimodel approach, and robustness indicators as criteria in multi-objective optimization. As inner loops
in the autoland system , the control laws were successfully ight tested in the DLR Advanced Technologies Testing Aircraft System (ATTAS) .
The DI control laws explicitly depend on the same
set of parameters as the design model. The parameters in the DI controller are set to their nominal values, except for those that can be determined on-line
(mass, center of gravity location), and a number of
tolerances on aerodynamic parameters. Those were
used as additional synthesis parameters in the optimization, to achieve a good compromise in performance and stability between nominal and worst-case
model cases.
The design was performed within the scope of the
project REAL (Robust and EÆcient Autoland control Law design) . The tight schedule left little time
for further in depth research. However, the results
presented in this paper are encouraging. For example, the use of the structured singular value instead
of loop-by-loop stability margins is considered as optimization criterion. For the search of worst model
cases, advanced analysis methods are considered.
2

2
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